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Publisherâ€™s Note:Â  Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the

Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

The newly updatedÂ Pocket Emergency Medicine, 3rd Edition is full of the essential information

every emergency department clinician should have at their side at all times. In a reader-friendly and

portable format the chapters are organized around presenting conditions to better serve actual ED

treatment situations. Each chapter begins with approach to a condition, followed by concise

discussion of important diagnostic categories, then highlights the essential elements of history,

physical examination, testing and treatment. Features:Quick-reference outline format, lists, and

tables aid quick treatment decision-makingTopics include chief complaints listed in alphabetical

order, including trauma, pediatric emergencies, environmental exposures, airway management,

distraction injuriesChapters address multiple diseases, disorders and procedures, providing

definition, history, evaluation, differential diagnosis, classic findings, critical studies, ED

interventions, indications and contraindications, treatment and referencesAcronym table and

differential diagnosis table boxed for quick accessClinical pearls throughout text offer important data

and warnings on common clinical errorsAppendices includeÂ abbreviations, PALS protocols,

information onÂ ICU meds, important antibiotics, formulas, andÂ common ED procedures6-ring

binder with pockets for readerâ€™s notes
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View larger    Pocket Emergency Medicine   Under the direction of Richard D. Zane, MD, FAAEM,

University of Colorado School of Medicine and Joshua M. Kosowsky, MD, Harvard Medical School,

Brigham and WomenÃ¢Â€Â™s Hospital, Pocket Emergency Medicine is designed to be a life raft

when lives are on the line.   Designed to reflect the way patients present to the emergency

department to develop the thought processes that guide appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic

interventions, Pocket Emergency Medicine is a &#039;supremely useful immediate reference for the

emergency medicine practitioner&#039;.       Organized by presenting conditions rather than

diagnoses.     Formatted chapters cover particular conditions, diagnostic categories, important

elements of patient history, physical exam, testing, and treatment.     Clinical Pearls highlight

important clinical findings or warning about common clinical errors.          Designed For Residents  

A Trusted And Accepted Tool To Use On Rounds   Designed as a life-saver for Rounds, the Pocket

Series serves as a practical, high-yield reference for quick answers to diagnostic questions. A joint

venture between residents, fellows, and expert faculty in various medical specialties, the series

provides a rapid but thoughtful approach to medical problems frequently seen by residents on

rounds.        Fits in your pocket! The Loose-leaf, 3-ring binder allows for individual customization

making look-up even faster!     Quick & Easy to Use! Format includes bulleted lists, abbreviations,

symbols, tables, and algorithms.     High-yield summary of symptoms, exam findings, diagnostic

work-up, and treatment plans for what youÃ¢Â€Â™ll encounter on rounds.

Solid. Probably the best book out there.It won't get super detailed and can sometimes be too

simple. Probably M3/M4 or early residency level.Probably not as good as Pocket Med but better

than the other pocket books from this series (as a note, pocket primary care is also very good and

covers PC complaints better than this book). This is pure EM.Excellent book though. I'm being

critical here - it's probably the best EM book for the levels I talked about. It's all bullets so you kind

of need to know what you're reading about to make sense of it. It's not a primary learning source.

It's to jog your memory. Bullets.

The pages of this book were in great condition however the actual binder that came with it was torn

in multiple corners and it'll only get worse once I carry it around in my bag. Super helpful resource

just wish it would have arrived intact.

This was an excellent reference for my Emergency Medicine rotation. I was able to quickly get the



information I needed based on the chief complaint including important historical information,

differential diagnosis, and recommended labs/imaging. There is also a small section on pediatric

emergencies and common chief complaints which was helpful since I have limited experience with

pediatrics.

Overall nice little book to carry in your pocket. Fairly comprehensive just takes some time of getting

used to finding things in this book. Only complaint is some of the recommendations are out dated

which is a big deal in E, also missing some things I loved from the medicine pocket book like abx

and such

My wife is a Nurse Practitioner and says that she uses this book at work every day. It's a great

resource and yet small enough to carry around in her pocket (hence, the "Pocket Notebook..."

not as good as the internal medicine version

Brief yet concise. Outlines current practice guidelines. A must have in the ED.

Concise. Enough information for quick look up on the fly.
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